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Tissue-Level Thresholds for
Axonal Damage in an
Experimental Model of Central
Nervous System White Matter
Injury
In vivo, tissue-level, mechanical thresholds for axonal injury were determined by
paring morphological injury and electrophysiological impairment to estimated tis
strain in an in vivo model of axonal injury. Axonal injury was produced by dynamic
stretching the right optic nerve of an adult male guinea pig to one of seven leve
ocular displacement~Nlevel510; Ntotal570!. Morphological injury was detected with
neurofilament immunohistochemical staining (NF68, SMI32). Simultaneously, funct
injury was determined by the magnitude of the latency shift of the N35 peak of the visual
evoked potentials (VEPs) recorded before and after stretch. A companion set of i
experiments~Nlevel55! was used to determine the empirical relationship between
applied ocular displacement and the magnitude of optic nerve stretch. Logistic regre
analysis, combined with sensitivity and specificity measures and receiver operating
acteristic (ROC) curves were used to predict strain thresholds for axonal injury. F
this analysis, we determined three Lagrangian strain-based thresholds for morpholo
damage to white matter. The liberal threshold, intended to minimize the detection of
positives, was a strain of 0.34, and the conservative threshold strain that minimize
false negative rate was 0.14. The optimal threshold strain criterion that balanced
specificity and sensitivity measures was 0.21. Similar comparisons for electrophysi
cal impairment produced liberal, conservative, and optimal strain thresholds of 0
0.13, and 0.18, respectively. With these threshold data, it is now possible to predict
accurately the conditions that cause axonal injury in human white matter.
@S0148-0731~00!00906-7#
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Introduction
More than two million Americans experience traumatic bra

injuries ~TBI! every year; nearly 30,000 of these injuries are fa
@1–3#. Despite the reduction in the occurrence and severity
head injury due to the addition of safety features in motor
hicles, as well as improvements in protective helmets, TBI is s
the leading cause of death in children and adults under the ag
45, and remains the leading cause of death following motor
hicle accidents@3–5#.

The most frequent type of closed head injury, diffuse axo
injury ~DAI !, accounts for the second largest percentage of de
due to brain trauma@6–10#. DAI is a type of traumatic brain
injury characterized by microscopic damage to axons through
the white matter of the brain, as well as macroscopic hemorrha
and focal lesions in the corpus callosum and rostral brainst
The clinical manifestation of these lesions is often immedia
prolonged coma that varies in duration based on the severity
extent of the lesions@7,11,12#. Although treatment paradigms ar
being developed for DAI, many areas of injury research now
cus on developing the tools and techniques needed to pre
DAI.

Central to understanding and evaluating preventive strate
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for DAI is determining the tolerance of the brain tissue to m
chanical forces. Tissue tolerance data have become importa
several finite element models emerge to transfer macroscopic
motions into estimates of the local stress and strain of the int
ranial contents@13–19#. When combined, validated finite eleme
models and tissue tolerance data offer a means to identify
hazardous mechanical environments that cause DAI, and pro
a tool to aid in the design of countermeasures for reducing
incidence and morbidity of this type of brain injury.

Recent interest in understanding the relationship between ti
stress and strain and the subsequent injury in neural tissue
focused on the tolerance of individual axons and/or axon bun
using in vitro preparations@20–24#. Although demonstrating the
clear effect of the mechanical forces on the electrophysiolog
activity of these tissues, direct extensions of this information to
vivo white matter axons are unclear. In comparison, other stu
have employed an integrated modeling approach by compa
spatial mechanical response data of computational and/or phy
models to spatial injury patterns from in vivo experiments@15,25#.
Although these studies may demonstrate the relationships betw
local mechanical deformations and injury, they cannot prov
exact estimates of the in vivo tissue thresholds because they
hampered by idealizations of the tissue material properties, in
nal and external geometry, and boundary conditions. In fac
quantitative strain or stress based in vivo tissue threshold for
onal damage in the central nervous system~CNS! white matter is
unknown.

The primary objectives of this investigation are to test the h
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pothesis that tissue strain is a good predictor of in vivo axo
injury, and to determine the magnitude of tissue strain neces
to cause morphological and functional axonal injury in the guin
pig optic nerve. In this study, we will dynamically displace th
optic nerve and examine the morphological and electrophysiol
cal injury exhibited by the nerve. We will then determine a qua
titative relationship between applied ocular displacement and
resulting strain in the pre-chiasmatic region of the optic ner
Finally, these sections will be combined to determine strain ba
thresholds for in vivo axonal injury.

Methods

Device Description. The device used to stretch the opt
nerve delivers a reproducible, measurable amount of uniaxial
placement~0–10 mm! to the globe over a prescribed duration~60
ms, strain rate'30–60/s! ~Fig. 1!. Ocular displacement is actuate
by a solenoid that is triggered by an electronic circuit, and
measured by a linear variable differential transformer~LVDT !
~Trans-Tek Inc., Ellington, CT! connected in parallel with the
solenoid. The magnitude of the displacement is controlled b
micromanipulator that adjusts the distance traveled by the s
noid piston. The displacement duration is manually controlled
an external potentiometer. A strain gage force transdu
~sensitivity50.74 mV/Newton! ~Entran, Fairfield, NJ! aligned in
series with the optic nerve measures the force experienced b
nerve during an experiment. The force and displacement sig
are recorded using a computer-based data acquisition syste~5
kHz sampling frequency! ~Keithley-Metrabyte, Taunton, MA!.

Determination of Optic Nerve Strain. Adult, male, albino,
Hartley guinea pigs~600–700 g! were euthanized with a letha
dose of sodium pentobarbital~60 mg/kg!, and exsanguinated with
0.1 percent heparinized saline. After removing the skullcap
brain, the muscles and connective tissue surrounding the n
were further discarded to expose both optic nerves. One end o
guinea pig optic nerve is anatomically fixed to the base of
skull via a connective tissue bridge; this connection was left
tact. A sling, constructed of sterile surgical material, was pla
around the posterior side of the globe so that the optic ne
projected out a slit in the sling. The animal was placed in the o

Fig. 1 Schematic of the guinea pig optic nerve stretch model.
Elongation is triggered by a solenoid and is measured by a
linear variable differential transformer „LVDT…. The magnitude
of the displacement is controlled by a micromanipulator. The
force experienced by the nerve is measured by a strain gauge
force transducer aligned in series with the optic nerve. The
force transducer is also used in conjunction with a digital mul-
timeter to apply a preload to the optic nerve prior to the experi-
ment.
616 Õ Vol. 122, DECEMBER 2000
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nerve injury device sterotaxic head holder angled 45 degree
align the optic nerve in the direction of displacement. The fr
ends of the sling were connected to the force transducer.
nerve was slightly preloaded~approximately 19.6 mN! to remove
any slack. The micromanipulator was adjusted to prescribe
magnitude of ocular displacement. All experiments were p
formed shortly after sacrifice to minimize post-mortem tissue
terations, and optic nerves were kept hydrated throughout the
periments to better preserve the in vivo state.

Using acrylic paint, small markers were placed at the endpo
of the optic nerve and evenly along its length~four markers total!
~Fig. 2~A!!. To examine fixation of the endpoint, a fifth point wa
placed as a reference on the base of the skull. The optic n
injury device was modified to test the nerve with a ramp~'30–
60/s! and hold~at maximum displacement!. A total of seven dis-
placement levels were tested: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 mm. Th
levels encompassed the range of ocular displacements at w
nerves were injured in the in vivo experiments. For each displa
ment level, five separate nerves were photographed while
loaded and at maximum displacement (Ntotal535).

Using the photographs of the preloaded nerve and the nerv
maximum displacement, the gage length of the optic nerve and
displacement of each point with respect to the fixed endpoint w
measured with digital calipers~Mitutoyo MTI Corp., Aurora, IL!.

Fig. 2 „A… Schematic of the in situ experiments showing the
placement of markers along the length of the nerve, the fixed
reference point on the base of the skull, and the end point that
is anatomically fixed to the base of the skull. „B… Schematic
showing the gage length of the optic nerve „l in…, and the mea-
sured displacement of the optic nerve after stretch. „C… Sche-
matic of the right optic nerve demonstrating the three areas—
retinal, middle, and chiasmatic—used to evaluate the strain
uniformity in the nerve.
Transactions of the ASME
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For each group, the average net nerve displacement was c
lated and plotted versus ocular displacement. Linear regres
analysis was used to calculate the approximated net nerve
placement for each level of ocular displacement~Kaleidagraph,
Synergy Software, Reading, PA!. For each in vivo experiment, th
approximated length of the nerve at maximum displacement (l f N)
and overall the measured nerve gage length (l iN) were used to
calculate the Lagrangian strain (E11) experienced by the optic
nerve~Fig. 2~B!!:

E115

S l f N

l iN
D 2

21

2
(1)

To assess the strain uniformity along the length of the op
nerve, we measured the initial (l i) and final (l f) positions, based
on the fixed endpoint, of markers in three regions of the op
nerve: the chiasmatic(c), middle (m), and retinal(r) regions~Fig.
2~C!!. For each region, we calculated the regional stretch r
(z i) normalized to the overall stretch ratio of the nerve:

zc5
l f c / l ic

l f N / l iN

zm5
l f m / l im

l f N / l iN

z r5
l f r / l ir

l f N / l iN

(2)

The closer these normalized values were to 1.0, the more
form the strain field along the length of the pre-chiasmatic ne
section.

For the five nerves tested at each level of ocular displacem
statistically significant differences between the normalized stre
ratios measured in the three regions were detected using a
way ANOVA and Scheffe’s post-hoc analysis~Statistica, Statsoft,
Inc., Tulsa, OK!. For all tests, significance levels were set
p,0.05.

Detecting Morphological Injury. Adult, male, Hartley, al-
bino guinea pigs~600–700 g! were anesthetized with a mixture o
ketamine~50 mg/ml! and xylazine~5 mg/ml!. The right upper and
lower eyelids were injected at the canthi with 2 percent lidoca
and were retracted with suture. Using iris scissors, a 360
opening was made in the conjunctiva, and the six extraoc
muscle insertions were severed. A sling was placed around
globe and the animal was placed in the injury device in the sa
manner described previously.

The response of the optic nerve to dynamic tensile stretch
examined for six ocular displacement groups: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, an
mm stretch. These groups were chosen based on the results
set of preliminary studies that were conducted to define the le
of ocular displacement necessary to produce a range of in
responses, from no electrophysiological impairment or axo
damage to immediate changes in the visual evoked potential
extensive signs of axonal damage in the nerve at three days
stretch. Ten animals were tested in each displacement group
an additional group of ten animals served as surgical sham
trols. Following injury, the sling was cut free from the force tran
ducer, the animal was removed from the head holder, and
sling was removed from the globe. The animal was monito
until it was completely ambulatory and was then returned to
animal facility. All surgical techniques were approved by the U
versity of Pennsylvania’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Co
mittee ~IACUC!.

Three days post-injury, the animal was euthanized with a le
dose of sodium pentobarbital~60 mg/kg!, exsanguinated with 0.1
percent heparinized saline, and perfused with 10 percent ne
buffered formalin followed by 10 percent sucrose saline. Both
and right optic nerves were removed and post-fixed in 10 per
neutral buffered formalin for 24 h. The optic nerves were th
dissected free of extraocular muscles, glandular tissue, and d
sheaths and stored in 30 percent sucrose. The nerves were c
a freezing microtome into two sets of longitudinal sections 16mm
thick, and stored in phosphate buffered saline~PBS! for no longer
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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than 24 h. We used a common technique, detection of neuro
ment proteins in the axonal cytoskeleton, to identify trauma
axonal damage@26–32#. One set of sections from each nerve w
stained using the monoclonal antibody NF 68~Sigma Chemical
Company, St. Louis, MO!, which stains light weight neurofila-
ment proteins~68 kD!. The second set was stained using SMI 3
which stains non-phosphorylated medium and heavy weight n
rofilament proteins. Both sets of sections were mounted on sl
and cover-slipped, and examined for injury with light microsco
using a 403 objective. Each nerve was analyzed and given
injury score of 1 or 0 based on the presence~1! or absence~0! of
axonal swellings or retraction balls in any section of the nerve

Detecting Functional Impairment. The functional impair-
ment of the optic nerve was assessed by measuring chang
electrical potentials generated by the retinal ganglion cells
transmitted to the visual cortex via the optic nerve, termed vis
evoked potentials~VEPs!. A VEP trace~;200 ms duration! is a
characteristic series of positive and negative voltage peaks
occur at defined time intervals. Functional impairment of the op
nerve is indicated when these characteristic peaks occur later
normal @33–36#. Nearly all of the axons in the albino guinea p
optic nerve~;97 percent! cross at the optic chiasm and traverse
the contralateral visual cortex@37–40#. Hence, VEPs measured a
one side of the occipital cortex represent the signals conducte
the contralateral optic nerve. This was verified in a preliminary
of experiments in which a flat-line VEP was measured from
occipital cortex after the contralateral nerve was transected.

Prior to surgery, two sterile needle electrodes were inse
under the scalp over the left and right visual cortex, 5 mm late
to the midline and 2 mm anterior to the lamboidal point. A thi
reference electrode was clipped to the left ear, and a ground e
trode was attached to the right foot. The animal was placed
grounded Faraday cage and was dark-adapted for four min prio
each set of VEP measurements@34,41–44#. After dark-adaptation,
a photostimulator presented unpatterned flashes from a l
placed 20 cm from the right eye at a rate of 1.0 Hz~Grass Instru-
ments, Astro-Med, Inc., West Warwick, RI!. The flash was di-
rected at the right eye via a black cone placed over the lamp
prevented the left eye from being stimulated. Each flash elic
the recording of the potential generated at the left visual cor
with respect to the reference electrode. Each signal was
amplified ~10003! and measured~2 kHz sampling rate! for 500
ms post-flash.

Three control VEPs were measured prior to the surgical pre
rations and stretch. After stretch, the animal was quickly remo
from the stretch apparatus, placed in the Faraday cage, and
adapted. The first VEP recording after stretch occurred at 8
post-injury. Subsequent post-injury VEPs were recorded eve
min thereafter, ending at 48 min, and at sacrifice~72 h!. For each
recording time point, a set of 64 VEPs~one VEP per flash! was
recorded by a computer-based data acquisition system~2 kHz
sampling rate!. Each set of 64 VEPs was averaged to produce
VEP recording per time point. VEPs were measured in 30 of
60 animals injured at six different levels of ocular displacem
and in a set of sham animals (Nlevel55, Ntotal535).

All signals were digitally filtered with a Chebyshev 1–100 H
bandpass filter~Matlab, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA!. For each
signal, the latency of theN35 peak was recorded. The latency sh
of theN35 peak was calculated as the increase in latency from
pre-stretch level. The mean and standard deviation of the late
of the N35 peak in VEPs measured from sham animals were c
culated and used to define presence or absence of functiona
jury. Similar to the morphological injury analysis, we assigned
functional injury status to each nerve at every time point based
the magnitude of the measured latency shift. All latency sh
recordings that fell outside two standard deviations of the aver
sham recording were labeled as injured~1!; all other recordings
were considered uninjured~0!.
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 617
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Determining Injury Thresholds. For each in vivo experi-
ment, optic nerve strain was estimated using the predicted
displacement of the in situ optic nerve, and the gage length of
pre-chiasmatic nerve measured at sacrifice. Morphological in
status and functional injury status at each recording time p
were plotted versus this estimated optic nerve strain. Logistic
gression analysis was performed to predict strain thresholds
morphological injury and for functional injury at the differen
time points~SYSTAT LOGIT Plus-in Module, SPSS, Inc., Ch
cago, IL!. The logistic regression fit was considered significant
chi-squared values withp,0.05. Also, McFadden’s rho-square
value, similar to the correlation coefficient in linear regressi
was used to evaluate the ability to represent the data with a lo
tic regression.

Sensitivity and Specificity Analysis of Thresholds. For each
logistic regression analysis, we calculated the sensitivity
specificity of the predicted strain values at 15 different probabi
levels@45#. For each probability level, we recorded the number
true positives~TP!, false positives~FP!, true negatives~TN!, and
false negatives~FN! based on whether or not the optic nerve stra
recorded for that experiment was above or below the thresh
value and whether or not the animal exhibited injury. The sen
tivity and specificity of the particular threshold were then calc
lated using:

Sensitivity5
TP

TP1FN
(3)

Fig. 3 Representation of the conservative „A… and liberal „B…

thresholds calculated for morphological and functional injury.
Below the conservative threshold, no nerves will be injured;
therefore, there are no false negatives and the threshold
achieves a sensitivity of 1.0. Above the liberal threshold, all
nerves will exhibit injury and therefore there are no false posi-
tives, yielding a specificity of 1.0.
618 Õ Vol. 122, DECEMBER 2000
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TN

FP1TN
(4)

In addition, a receiver operating characteristic~ROC! curve was
constructed by plotting sensitivity versus 1-specificity for the d
ferent probability values@45–51#. The area under each ROC curv
~AUC! was calculated and reported as a fraction of the maxim
possible area. The AUC is a normalized measure of the ability
optic nerve strain to discriminate between injured and uninju
nerves. A measure that predicts outcome 100 percent of the
has an AUC of 1.0; a measure that lacks discriminatory power
predicts outcome no better than random guessing, has an AU
0.50 @52–60#.

The ROC curve was also used, in combination with a plot
the sum of the sensitivity and specificity versus the various pr
ability values, to determine specific cutoff points to be used
thresholds for morphological and functional axonal inju
@46,49,51,52,55#. Specifically, the ROC curves were used to d
fine three potentially useful thresholds. First, we defined a ‘‘l
eral’’ threshold (TL) by the point on the ROC curve where th
sensitivity attained its highest value at a specificity of 1.0~Fig.
3~A!!. This threshold represents the point above which all ner
exhibit injury. Second, we defined a ‘‘conservative’’ thresho
(TC) by a point on the ROC curve where the specificity reach
its highest value at a sensitivity equal to 1.0~Fig. 3~B!!. Below
this threshold, no nerves exhibit injury. Lastly, we define an ‘‘o
timal,’’ or best, threshold (TB), defined by the probability tha
maximizes the sum of the specificity and sensitivity@56#.

Results

In situ Displacement-Stretch Relationship. For each in situ
experiment, we calculated the displacement of the nerve base
the change in distance between the nerve’s marked endpoints
anatomically fixed endpoint remained stationary for all expe
ments except those in the 8 mm stretch group. The slight mo
ment of this fixed endpoint was accounted for in the nerve d
placement measurements for these experiments. For oc
displacements between 2 and 8 mm, the measured nerve disp
ments were between 0.5 and 3.0 mm. The nerve displacem
increased with increasing levels of ocular displacement, but w
noticeably lower than the prescribed ocular displacements~Fig.
4!. We also observed that the precision of nerve displacem
decreased with increasing ocular displacement. However, the
was approximated by a straight line with a very high correlat
coefficient (R50.99). This regression produced approxima
nerve displacements that fell within one standard deviation of
measured displacements for all but two levels of ocu
displacement.

The mean gage length~6standard deviation! measured for all
nerves injured in the in vivo experiments was 8.4060.59 mm.
When combined with the approximated nerve displaceme
these gage lengths corresponded to nerve strains (E11) between
0.10 and 0.50 for ocular displacements between 3–8 mm.

Strain Uniformity. Although normalized stretch ratios mea
sured in the three different nerve regions varied slightly within
nerve, this variation was not consistent among different nerv
ANOVA analysis found a statistically significant difference
normalized stretch ratios in only one~6 mm! of the seven ocular
displacement groups. In the 6 mm group, normalized stretch ra
measured in the chiasmatic region~average normalized stretc
ratio50.98! were smaller than those measured in the middle~av-
erage normalized stretch ratio51.03! and retinal region~average
normalized stretch ratio51.004! (p50.0008). Despite this sig-
nificant difference, the average deviation in regional strain at
level of stretch was only 0.025 m/m, approximately 3 percent
the average stretch value for this group.

Thresholds for Morphological Injury. Of the 70 in vivo
experiments, axonal pathology was detected in 33 of 70 ner
Transactions of the ASME
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Nerves injured at levels below 4 mm did not exhibit any injur
whereas all nerves subjected to stretch levels above 6 mm d
onstrated injury~Fig. 5!. In one animal injured at 4 mm, a low
frequency of both axonal swellings~,5 per nerve section! and
retraction bulbs~,5 per nerve section! was observed near th
retina. As the stretch level was increased, the density of ax
abnormalities at the retina increased, and axonal pathology st
to appear in clusters 1–2 mm from the chiasm. At the high
stretch levels, isolated retraction bulbs and axonal pathology w
also frequently found along the length of injured nerves.

Logistic Regression Analysis.Logistic regression of the in vivo
morphological injury data versus the estimated nerve strain d
onstrated high significance in the estimation of the logit para
eters~Likelihood Ratio Test, chi-squared,p,0.0001). Also, Mc-
Fadden’s rho-squared value was considered highly signific
~0.60! @61,62#.

Threshold Analysis. The specificity of the predicted thresho
strain, calculated for varying probability values of the morph
logical injury logistic regression, increased with increasing pro
ability level, whereas the sensitivity decreased. The area unde
ROC curve was 0.95, suggesting that optic nerve strain is a
good predictor of morphological injury. The conservative thre
old was defined by the 5 percent probability value on the R
curve, and corresponded to a threshold strain of 0.14~95 percent
confidence limits~CL!50.04, 0.18! ~Fig. 6!. The 90 percent prob-
ability value, or a threshold strain of 0.34~CL50.30, 0.42!, de-
fined the liberal threshold for morphological injury. By evaluatin
the sum of the sensitivity and specificity, we found that the b
overall threshold for predicting morphological injury was defin
by the 25 percent probability value or a strain value of 0.21~CL
50.16, 0.24!.

Thresholds for Electrophysiological Impairment. Pre-
injury VEPs were consistent among animals and between
injury trials, and were very similar to those recorded by oth
investigators@41–44,63#. The mean latency~6standard deviation!
of the N35 peak in pre-injury recordings was 34.8 ms~61.1 ms!.
At all levels of ocular displacement, functional impairment of t
optic nerve was noted at the earliest time point after injury~8
min!, as indicated by a latency shift of theN35 peak. Nerves
injured at higher levels of ocular displacement generally show

Fig. 4 Results of the in situ displacement-stretch experi-
ments. The mean measured nerve displacements „dark circles …

were plotted versus the applied ocular displacement. Linear re-
gression was used to develop a relationship „RÄ0.99… between
the applied displacement and resulting net displacement of the
optic nerve; predicted nerve displacements fell within one stan-
dard deviation of measured for all but one level of ocular
displacement.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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greater degrees ofN35 latency shift. In most cases,N35 latency
gradually decreased after injury, and returned to pre-injury lev
by 72 h.

Logistic Regression Analysis.Logistic regression analysis o
electrophysiological impairment data versus estimated tis
strain demonstrated high significance in estimating the model
rameters~Likelihood Ratio Test, chi-squared,p,0.001) at all
time points except 72 h. Also, McFadden’s rho-squared val
were very high for all time points up to 43 min~0.45–0.79!. It
was clear from this analysis that values predicted at 48 min
72 h lacked the statistical significance to predict thresholds
injury confidently; therefore, we only evaluated threshold valu
obtained by measurements up to 43 min post-injury.

Threshold Analysis. For the eight time points being considere

Fig. 5 „A,B … Longitudinal optic nerve sections injured at 7 mm
and stained with NF68, a marker for axonal pathology. Injured
nerves exhibited clusters of retraction bulbs „black arrows … and
axonal swellings „white arrows … near the retina and 1–2 mm
from the chiasm. „C… Longitudinal section injured at 8 mm and
stained with SMI32. At higher injury levels, degeneration frag-
ments were observed. „D… Longitudinal section of an uninjured
nerve stained with SMI32. Bar: „A… 40 mm, „B… 20 mm, „C,D…

40 mm.

Fig. 6 Logit analysis of morphological injury data. Nerves
were labeled either injured „probability Ä1… or uninjured
„probability Ä0… based on the presence or absence of morpho-
logical injury. Logit parameters were estimated with very high
significance „likelihood ratio test, chi-squared, pË0.0001…. The
results of this analysis were used to define a conservative
threshold „E11Ä0.14, 95 percent confidence limits „CL…Ä0.04,
0.18…, a liberal threshold „E11Ä0.34, CLÄ0.16, 0.24…, and the
best, or optimal threshold „E11Ä0.21, CLÄ0.30, 0.42… for mor-
phological injury.
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 619
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the sensitivity and specificity for varying probabilities were us
to construct eight separate ROC curves. The area under the
curve was greater than 0.94 at these time points, with the hig
AUC value occurring at 23 min. This indicated that optic ner
strain is a very good indicator of functional impairment measu
by latency shifts from VEPs recorded up to 43 min after inju
Conservative threshold values for electrophysiological imp
ment corresponded to strains between 0.09 and 0.18, with an
erage conservative threshold strain~6standard deviation! of 0.13
~60.06!. In comparison, liberal thresholds for impairment rang
from 0.18 to 0.47, with an average liberal threshold strain of 0
~60.13!. Finally, the optimal threshold ranged from 0.17 to 0.
across all time points, with an average strain of 0.181~60.02!.
The average of the thresholds for impairment across all t
points were significantly different~ANOVA, p,0.05).

Discussion
In this investigation, we demonstrated the correlation betw

the strains experienced in the guinea pig optic nerve with morp
logical and functional injury. From these analyses, we a
showed that there are unique values of strain, above which o
nerves will exhibit immunohistochemical evidence of injury a
electrophysiological impairment. Subsequently, we determi
three strain-based thresholds for morphological damage in w
matter. The first~liberal! threshold strain of 0.34 produced
specificity of 1.00, and refers to the strain above which all ner
are predicted to exhibit injury. Conversely, the second~conserva-
tive! threshold prediction of 0.14 produced a sensitivity of 1.
and defines the strain below which no nerves will show inju
The final ~optimal! threshold criteria of 0.21 optimized both th
specificity and sensitivity.

A similar analysis of electrophysiological impairment produc
different threshold strains for each of the time points because
observed a gradual recovery of the peak latencies as time
gressed, with many latencies returning to normal, pre-injury lev
by sacrifice~72 h!. This might indicate that individual axons ex
hibited transient functional impairment but ultimately recover
full function, or that the uninjured axons compensated for
injured axons and were able to reestablish normal function.
temporal recovery of the VEP waveform precluded determinin
unique threshold for electrophysiological impairment. The thre
olds strains predicted for functional impairment ranged from 0
to 0.47, with average liberal, conservative, and optimal str
thresholds of 0.28, 0.13, and 0.18, respectively. The thresh
strains predicted for impairment at 23 and 28 min post-injury w
most similar to those predicted for morphological injury. Also, t
correlation between electrophysiological impairment and op
nerve strain, as indicated by McFadden’s rho-squared value,
highest at these same time points. Although this suggested
VEPs recorded 23–28 min post-injury may provide the most
liable and useful information for predicting the degree of morph
logical injury, the specific relationship between morphology a
function is still unclear.

In addition to developing thresholds for axonal injury, this i
vestigation has expanded on this information by critically anal
ing the chosen thresholds using measures of sensitivity, spec
ity, and ROC curves. These techniques have been u
extensively in clinical research to assess the efficacy of diffe
pharmocological drugs, treatments paradigms, and to evaluat
performance of diagnostic tests@46,48–52,54–60,64–67#. Al-
though these tools have also been used to some extent to d
mine the effectiveness of different injury severity scoring syste
they have not been employed explicitly to evaluate how well p
posed thresholds or tolerances for injury perform in pract
@47,67#.

In the current study, we used the ROC curves to identify th
individual strain-based thresholds that take these considera
into account. Although these thresholds have different stren
and limitations, each has the potential to play a unique and v
620 Õ Vol. 122, DECEMBER 2000
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able role in the study of head injury. For example, the libe
threshold may be used in combination with a finite element sim
lation of an experimental brain injury model to determine t
loading conditions necessary to consistently produce injury in
experimental model. Conversely, the conservative threshold
be used with a finite element model to define standards for
vention of human head injury—a situation where researchers
opt to overestimate the likelihood of injury. The optimal thresho
balances the advantages and disadvantages of the liberal and
servative thresholds and may be more appropriate as a ge
prognostic tool that provides the best overall predictive val
Although the development of a single threshold for axonal inju
seems appropriate, the selection of a threshold to use in pra
ultimately depends on the specific application and the pena
associated with false positive or false negative predictions.

This investigation represents the first study that determi
thresholds based on experimental measurement of strain from
tral nervous system tissue. In the past, estimates for the toler
of white matter tissue were derived from a combination of
experimental model with a physical or computational model
estimate the strains experienced by the tissue. For example, M
dis @15# matched oriented strain values determined from a fin
element model of the primate brain to experimental injury, a
found moderate DAI to occur at strains of 28 percent. Also, in
similar analysis, strains observed in a physical model of iner
injury were compared to injury in a primate brain to arrive
shear strain thresholds for moderate to severe DAI of 9.4 per
@25#. In both investigations, the limitations of the physical a
computational methods were recognized. Assumptions about
boundary conditions and the brain material properties and ge
etry affect the measured or predicted intracranial deformatio
Validating the model’s response with experimentally measu
variables increases the reliability of strain approximations; ho
ever, it is very difficult and frequently impossible to make expe
mental measurements in many models of axonal injury.

By using the guinea pig optic nerve model, we were able
alleviate the concerns raised in previous investigations of w
matter tolerances. We determined the strain experienced by
optic nerve from in situ experiments that were very similar to t
in vivo condition. In these experiments we observed that the m
sured optic nerve displacement is noticeably lower than the
plied ocular displacement. This result was caused by several
tors. Most importantly, we expected that a percentage of
applied ocular displacement would be transferred to the glo
Although we did not attempt to quantify this percentage, pho
graphs of the in situ experiments suggested that the globe
experience some deformation. Examination of the in situ pho
graphs also revealed that the sling did not constitute a per
couple between the device and the optic nerve. In preliminary
vivo experiments, we recognized that when the sling was secu
tightly around the globe, the blood supply to the retina was h
dered. By not securing the sling tightly, we introduced some s
into the system that was apparent in the in situ photographs. B
of these factors contributed to the observed decrease in n
displacement when compared to the applied ocular displacem
Therefore, identifying the correct transfer function between
ocular displacement and the nerve displacement was a critical
in relating the observed injury to the tissue level strain.

We also used the in situ experiments to show that the st
field in the optic nerve is primarily uniform within the range o
displacements utilized in the in vivo experiments. Unlike ma
biological tissues, which often exhibit nonuniform strain patter
the optic nerve has a very regular geometry with a cross-secti
area and microstructure that are relatively constant along
length of the nerve@68#. These characteristics are most like
responsible for the uniform strain patterns we observed in the
situ experiments. The uniformity obviated the need to comp
Transactions of the ASME
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specific strain patterns to regional variation in injury within t
tissue; thus, the location of detectable injury was unimportant
ward the determination of an injury threshold.

A limitation of this study is the use of single outcome measu
for morphological and functional damage to the optic nerve.
focus the study, we chose the most frequently used marker
damage to the white matter—accumulation of neurofilament p
teins and changes in the visual evoked potential—to develop
thresholds. Although other immunocytochemical techniques
used for detecting axonal pathology, the change in neurofilam
staining allows the direct transfer of the thresholds to the n
stage: predicting the distribution of injury in experimental mod
of brain injury~see@69#! as well as in cases of human brain injur
Also, while other behaviorally based measures were availabl
assess changes in the visual system after stretch, the dissect
the extraocular muscles in our current surgical preparation
cluded the use of these measures in our study. Therefore
strain thresholds predicted in this investigation may apply only
morphological axonal injury detected by NF68 and SMI-32 a
electrophysiological impairment indicated by changes in peak
tency in VEPs.

The accuracy of the predicted strain thresholds depends
limitations of the in situ experiments. The in situ behavior of t
optic nerve is only an estimate of the actual in vivo behavior, i
currently impossible to know explicitly the strain that the op
nerve experienced during an in vivo experiment. However, ev
effort was made to replicate the in vivo environment. The exp
ments were conducted shortly after sacrifice to minimize p
mortem tissue alterations, and the optic nerves were kept hydr
throughout the experiments. Also, we reproduced the exact
mechanical parameters~head orientation, nerve preload! used in
the in vivo experiments. Thus, while still an estimate, we belie
that our results are an accurate portrayal of the in vivo dynam
of the optic nerve during stretch.

Finally, it is important to recognize that the tissue-level thre
olds for injury presented herein are based on the guinea pig o
nerve, and may or may not be directly applicable to human axo
injury. Evidence suggests that the mechanical behavior of C
tissue does not vary significantly from species to species, so
strain-based injury criteria may be very similar between spe
@70#. However, while tissue-level thresholds for white matter m
be independent of the particular species, they may also be stro
dependent on the microstructural arrangement of the axons w
the tissue. Axons in the guinea pig optic nerve are undulated@71#.
This undulation could potentially affect the strain necessary
produce injury, depending on the kinematics of the individu
axons during stretch. We are characterizing currently the distr
tion of axonal undulation in the guinea pig optic nerve at differe
levels of stretch. This examination of the microstructural kinem
ics in the guinea pig optic nerve would assist in defining stra
based injury criteria for individual axons. Axon-level threshol
are independent of both global and local geometries, and th
fore, could be more universally applicable to the study of hum
head injury.
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